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Despite an uncharacteristically disappointing start to the season which has also led to an early elimination 

from the Cup competition, an event they have won on five occasions, Toulouse gave an indication that the 

return of the seven players involved in the World Cup will soon lead to an upturn in fortunes when they 

demolished fellow European Cup qualifiers Grenoble in last weekend's Championship fixture. 

Among those restored to the squad were several individuals who had stood out during the refreshing 

French challenge to Southern Hemisphere supremacy, particularly the impressive front row pair Christian 

Califano and Cedric Soulette and lock Fabien Pelous, widely tipped to become the next captain of France. 

A formidable back division includes the talented Emile N'Tamack who can play centre or wing and may also 

be called upon to fill the full back berth vacated by international colleague, Xavier Garbajosa who has been 

iuled out for up to three months with a shoulder injury sustained in the World Cup final. 

Coach Guy Noyes, in common with most of his counterparts across The Channel, relies on a squad system 

to ope with a fixture list scheduled to reach its climax in July. It is a sign of t 

cl  's incredible strength in depth that within his 30 man squad there are 

n wer than 17 French internationals and one All Black in the shape 

• re Lee Stensness all jostling for places in the starting line up. 

B g hailed as the city's main sporting institution is not the only thing 

S  e Toulousain has in common with Bath Rugby. Both are also 

p ious European Cup winners, the Frenchmen having triumphed in 

th inaugural tournament back in 1996 with an extra time success 

over a star studded Cardiff side. 

 

I  he pedigree of Toulouse is beyond question. Their history and record 

o uccess underlines the magnitude of the task facing any with hopes of 

qualifying from Pool B. Today's hosts 

are one of the few sides 

capable of challenging them 

at their best. Perhaps 

that is why so many 

observer 	refer 	to 

Toulouse as `The 

Bath of French 

rugby.' 

 

louse By Colin Renton 

Known as the  '  Pink City after the colour of the stone buildings in its 01 

wn, Toulouse is a place where the inhabitants live their lives with typic 

rench passion. The aerospace industry provides employment for a larg 

proportion of its 400,000 inhabitants from Monday to Friday and, when 

comes to the weekend it is sport, particularly rugby and specifically Stad 

Toulousain that becomes the focus of their fervour. 

ore 	

The club dates back to 1890 and boasts several supporters clubs including 

the staunch band that makes up Les Ultras who follow the side all over 

France. Many of them will have made the trip to The Rec today, hopefully by a 

 conventional mode of transport than was employed by two Toulouse fanatics 

and the 1995 Championship final in Paris. Tickets tucked carefully into their pockets, the 

500 miles to the Capital by bicycle to see their favourites lift the fabled Boucher d 

a record haul of fifteen Championship titles - five of them secured in the last six years  - the] 

nd reds' list of achievements. En route to that success, Toulouse has produced many of th 

ich rugby folklore. Among those who emerged from its ranks were the current internation 

erre Villepreux and Jean-Claude Skrela and one of the all time greats of the game, th 

er  French flanker and captain turned artist and sculptor, Jean-Pierre Rives while England' 

/  also had a spell at the club. 

c and red shirt strikes fear in the hearts of opponents who visit Le Stade Des Sept-Deniers 

which last year was the scene of a 108-16 drubbing for Ebbw Vale in this competition. Th 

t  in 1980 after the original site was demolished to make way for a road, and club Presidenil  
catel recently announced plans to extend its capacity from 12,000 to 18,000. On those 

demand exceeds the current limit  -  likely to be the case for the return leg of this fixture - 

ed at the city's 37,000 seat Municipal Stadium.  

Back in 1912, Toulouse were crowned Champions of France for 

the first time and in the process remained unbeaten throughout 

the entire campaign. That achievement earned them the 

nickname The Red Virgin', an epithet which applied again in 

1947 when, incredibly, they again managed the feat. Any 

hopes of that occurring for a third time this season 

were dashed when Touluse crashed to a defeat at 

Perpignan on the opening day of the Championship 

campaign. 
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